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No. AIBSNLEA /TN Circle/Memorandum/ 2019-20 dated at Chennai 08.01.2020

To
The Chairman And Managing Director,
BSNL Corporate Office.
New Delhi.
(Visit at Chennai)

MEMORANDUM

Honorable Sir,

We wish to avail the opportunity of the visit of our beloved CMD to Chennai to put forth the following issues for kind consideration please.

1. CAO Promotion to the left out candidates: The CAOs promoted during 2018 and posted to other Circles could not join in the promoted post due to grant of ‘Status quo’ by Hon’ble CAT Chandigarh. Even after the lapse of one year, they are still continuing as Sr.AO/AO. This created heart burn among those officers who are waiting for more than 15 years for their due promotion. Most of them opted for VRS.

   It is requested that speedy action may be taken to get the ‘Status quo’ vacated by presenting the case effectively before Hon’ble CAT. They may be promoted as CAO at least before their date of retirement on VRS so that their status at the time of retirement may be CAO.

   /... contd...2/
2. DE to DGM Promotion: The eligible officers are waiting for a long period for their due promotion. There is no financial implications in this promotion since most of the officers are stagnated in E-5 Scale/drawing E-6 Scale and more than 70% DEs have opted for VRS and retiring on 31st Jan., 2020 on VRS. It is requested that the promotion orders may be arranged to be issued so that they will retire with the status of JAG for which they are deserved.

3. Grant of relaxation in marks to the candidates appeared in the JTO LICE held on 26.05.2019 for the Vacancy Year 2017-18 due to very poor results.

(A detailed letter in this regard is enclosed as Annexure-I for your reference please.)

4. Request for not to take immediate action for implementing the reversion order of SDEs promoted through LDCE 2007 for the vacancy Year 2005-06 till the Hon’ble Madras High Court and Hon’ble Madras CAT Bench takes a final decision in the reversion of the JTOs of 2001 Recruitment year and may decide after the finality of the Review Petitions and examining their eligibility as per the provisions of Schedule 12, Note 5 of the SDE RR-2002

(A detailed letter in this regard is enclosed as Annexure-II for your reference please.)

With Kind regards,

Yours Sincerely,

(C.Duraiarasan)
Circle Secretary,
AI BSNLEA